We derive a number of new results for correlated nearest neighbor site percolation on Z'( We show in particular that in three dimensions the strongly correlated massless harmonic crystal, i.e., the Gaussian random field with mean zero and covariance -A, has a nontrivial percolation behavior: sites on which S., ~> 17 percolate if and only if h < h, with 0 ~ h, < ~. This provides the first rigorous example of a percolation transition in a system with infinite susceptibility.
sometimes called the excursion set. We ask whether this set E(h) contains infinite connected components.
We can translate this question into the usual percolation problem by defining the occupation variables px(h)- 1 if Sx>~h
The probability measure .P on these variables {px(h)} is the one induced by P. The question is then, do typical configurations S contain infinite connected sets of occupied sites? In contrast with the independent case (Bernoulli site percolation), where the only relevant parameter is the density Prob(x is occupied) = (p.~(h)) -p(h) (1.2) the complete distribution P will be relevant in general. The motivation of the present work is to understand better how interactions influence percolation (see also Ref. 7) . We define, as usual, the percolation probability: P~(h)-Prob(the origin belongs to an infinite connected set of occupied sites). Clearly P~(h) is nonincreasing in h and we can define the critical level h,.-Sup{h e R: P~(h) > 0} (1.3) above which there is no percolation and below which there is percolation. The associated critical density is (px(hc.))=p(hc)=-pc. We say that there is a percolation transition if Ih,.L < oo or, equivalently, 0 < Pc. < 1, The problem was considered in general by Molchanov and Stepanov, (s) who constructed in arbitrary dimensions examples of fields with good symmetry and ergodic properties for which there is no percolation transition (h,.= +oo). While their examples are somewhat artificial, they raise questions about the intuitive feeling that all "natural" fields, in d> 1, should have a nontrivial critical density.
Molchanov and Stepanov also gave a criterion implying the presence of a percolation transition. Intuitively, their criterion should apply to "weakly" correlated random fields. While it is not always easy to check whether a given system satisfies their criterion (see, however, Theorem 1), it is interesting to consider examples where it certainly fails. One such example is the massless harmonic crystal with mean zero, i.e., (Sx) =0
Its correlations (for d> 2) decay as
( SxS~) .,~ 1~ix -y]d--2
and in particular, the "susceptibility" Z= ~ <SoSx) =oo (1.4) xE Z d This shows that we are dealing with a strongly correlated random field. While it is rather easy to show (using an idea of Russo) that h~ ~> 0 (i.e., p,~ ~< 1/2), it is less obvious that h~. < oe. It is a priori conceivable that, due to strong correlations in the system, infinite connected sets exist where S.~ ~> h, no matter how large h is. However, using ideas of potential theory, we show that this is not the case for d--3, i.e., hc < or.
In Section 3 we state precisely our results. First we show that for distributions satisfying the GHS inequality, the Molchanov-Stepanov criterion (81 is satisfied whenever the "A-susceptibility" (1.5) .'r .l' ~ A is uniformly bounded in A. Next, we combine an idea of Russo (6) and correlation inequalities to show the presence of percolation for one-and two-component spin systems in their multiple-phase region. Finally, we state our results for the harmonic crystal. Section 4 is devoted to the proofs of these results and Section 5 to a discussion of some possible extensions.
NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
We consider a cubic lattice Z a in d > 1 dimensions. Its elements are the sites x=(xl,..., Xd) with xieZ. We put K= gKva K. The volume IK] of K is its cardinality, i.e., the number of sites x ~ K. The set K is finite if IK[ < oe. A set Kc Z d is connected if any two points x, y ~ K can be joined by a path of nearest neighbors in K.
The configuration space 1"2 is the set of sequences S=(Sx)x~z~ of random variables Sx~R. The restriction of ~ef2 to a region KcZ d is (2.2) written SK= (Sx)x~ and is not to be confused with the sum SK=-Y'.K Sx. Given a configuration ~, a connected set K c Z ~ is a cluster if p.~ ~ t, for all xeK, and px=0, for all xeOK, where p.~ was defined in (1.1).
The measure P is defined on the a-algebra of Borel sets inherited by the product topology in/2 = R ze. The indicator function of an event E, i.e., a particular subset of ~, is denoted by I(E). The probability of E is P(E) = Prob(E) = (I(E)), where (.) is the expectation value of 9 with respect to the measure P. We assume, unless otherwise stated, that (S~)=0.
RESULTS

Weakly Correlated Random Fields: The Molchanov-Stepanov Criterion
Molchanov and Stepanov ~8~ prove the following general criterion for percolation: if the probability of a set being occupied (empty) decays exponentially with the volume of that set, and the rate of decay is large enough, then percolation does not (does) occur. More precisely:
Criterion (s). Let A ~Z J be an arbitrary but finite connected set. The proof of this criterion is similar to the "Peierls argument" for independent percolation.
To see when this criterion is satisfied, consider first the situation where the conditional probability, 
holds for all x, y, z e A, and, if the A-susceptibility
is bounded uniformly in A, then he< +oo (or pc>O).
Theorem 1 shows that boundedness of the susceptibility may be taken, in our context, as an indicator that the random field is weakly correlated.
A Generalization of Russo's Argument
In Lemma 1 of Ref. 6, Russo characterized the pure phases of the nearest neighbor Ising model (in d= 2) in terms of the existence of infinite clusters: if a Gibbs state has no infinite (+) cluster, with probability one, then it is the (-) state. This implies percolation [of (+) spins in the (+) state, for all temperatures below Tc] in a situation where the arguments of the previous subsection do not apply: a Peierls-type argument works only at low enough temperature.
Russo's argument should extend to many models where several phases coexist. Indeed, phase coexistence means that the spin at the origin "feels" the boundary conditions "at infinity." However, if no percolation takes place, then the spin at the origin will be screened off from infinity by the occurrence (with probability one) of some surface surrounding the origin where all sites are empty.
We give here an abstract but somewhat weaker version of Russo's argument, which applies to more general models in their multiple-phase region.
We first define C c Z d as a contour surrounding the origin if there exists a finite connected set K containing the origin such that C = 0K, or C = {0}, in which case we still write C = OK, K= ~. Remark that K is uniquely defined: the interior of C=Int C=K, if C--OK. For C any contour surrounding the origin, let C< denote the event that all sites on C are empty:
C< -= {Se 12: px(h) = 0, Vx e C} (3.5)
We call C a <-contour if C< occurs.
Suppose that the random field has the one-step Markov property, (~ e.g., P is a Gibbs state for a Hamiltonian with nearest neighbor interactions. Then the contour C splits the interior of C from the exterior of C: the probability measure in the interior of C is completely determined by the configurations Sc on the contour C, independent of the state in the exterior of C. Let {-)sc be the expectation value with respect to the measure in the interior of the contour C, obtained from the original measure P by imposing the boundary condition S.~, x E C, on C, i.e., the probability distribution, conditioned on Sc. Remark. This result is weaker than Russo's result: it only gives percolation of S~ >~ h, but otherwise does not imply anything about the state (-). However, in order to apply it, we are free to pick any function f satisfying (3.6) and (3.7). The following corollaries will be proven in Section 4. to (3.14). Since any sum of jointly Gaussian random variables is Gaussian, one has the following bound(lS): for h > 0,
with )~ given by (1.5). Now, for m >0, the A-susceptibility ZA is bounded uniformly in A, so one can satisfy the criterion (3.1) of Section 3.1 (see also Theorem 2.4 in Ref. 8 ). Thus, -oo < hc < oo for any m > 0.
In the massless case, however, it is not a priori obvious that hc < oo :
let A = {1, 2,..., n} be a line segment of length n in Z3; then, using (3. The lower bound is an immediate consequence of Corollary 2 in Section 3.2. The upper bound is more subtle. We indicate here the main ideas of the proof. First we observe that the "average magnetization" in a box A, [AI =L 3, defined by
is zero up to very small fluctuations (of order ILL). We want to show that this will contradict the existence of an infinite cluster where Sx ~> h ~> 1.
Indeed, fix an infinite cluster C and condition on the event that S~ ~> h, for all x ~ C, or, taking the "worst case," that Sx = h on C. Then, it follows from potential theory (to which the correlations in the massless crystal are intimately related; see Ref. 17 and Lemma 2 in Section 4) that
for all x in Z 3 (3.18) This only uses that C is an infinite, connected set in d= 3. The heuristic argument behind (3.18) is the following: first we observe that for a given C, (S x IS= h on C)=h Prob(a random walker starting at x will visit C)
Now, in d = 3, an infinite, connected set will be visited with probability one (easily proven for C a coordinate axis, where hitting C is equivalent to visiting the origin for a two-dimensional random walk, which is well known to occur with probability one. ~17t The extension to general sets C is due to It Of course this argument is deceitfully simple. Actually, if it worked, it would imply absence of percolation for all h > 0, i.e., p,. = 1/2, which we do not expect to be true. (~9/ The point is that the different events {S~>~h, u e C) for different C's are not disjoint. To obtain disjoint events, which is done in Lemma 1 (Section 4), one has to consider the largest set, containing the origin, on which Sx ~> h. However, this event implicitly contains the information that S), < h for y on the boundary of C. One has to use the additional fact that, if h is large enough, then these S~, y ~ 0C, are still large because the harmonic crystal does not like to develop large gradients. This is essentially the content of Lemma 3 (Section 4). Putting the three lemma's together, one obtains a contradiction between the fact that (1/1A I) SA ~ 0 and the existence of an infinite, connected cluster of occupied sites, i.e., a proof of the upper bound in Theorem 3.
PROOFS
In this section, we shall usually not indicate explicitly the h dependence of various quantities. The conclusion follows from the percolation criteria (3.1) and (3.3), since ;~ is assumed to be uniformly bounded. 
M-M(A,,,)---U C-in A N
This last union runs over disjoint events and clearly any S r C< for some CcA N also belongs to M(AN). Therefore, if ~z~r, the complement of M, there is no <-contour surrounding the origin, i.e., there exists a cluster connecting the origin to 6An. We shall show that Prob(.~)> 0 uniformly in N, which impties percolation.
Conditioning on C~ ax involves only the configuration on C and its exterior. In particular, for variables in the interior of C, this conditional (In the context of random walks, the charges on A correspond to escape A is the probability of never visiting A after leaving probabilities, i.e., ep position y e A.) The total equilibrium charge of a finite set A is called the capacity, Cap(A), of the set A:
For infinite A, one defines Cap(A)= oo. It is well known (~7~ that the capacity is a monotone set function, i.e., if A cB, then Cap(A)~<Cap(B) (4.14)
The capacity depends on, besides the volume, also the "shape" of the set. It measures in a way the "thinness" of a set: a long, thin set has a far larger capacity to absorb charge than rounder bodies of the same volume. (In the probabilistic analog: a thin or sparse set A provides a better opportunity for the random walk to escape from A than other sets of the same cardinality. ( This is a consequence of the principle of domination for harmonic functions. It is also intuitively clear from the interpretation of the potential as a hitting probability (see above) that fA depends on the shape of A.
How "thick" an infinite set A has to be in order for f~(x) to be equal to 1, for all x, is obviously dimension-dependent. In d= 2, a random walker returns to the origin of the lattice with probability one. Therefore, in d= 3
we may expect that fA(X)= 1 for all x if A is an infinite, connected set, since it is already the case for a coordinate axis of Z 3. A precise criterion was given by It6 and McKean, (18) Spitzer, (17) The kth point in that order is at a distance at least k from x. Thus, using the second inequality in (3.13), we get In the last equality we used (4.20) and the definition (4.13) of capacity of a set, and we denote k~-ke~.
Fix an arbitrary t/>0. We know from the potential problem (Lemma 2 (17)) applied to the set K that the potential fx generated by the charges {ex;xeR} is close to one in the surroundings of K, for a sufficiently large, connected set K. By (4.10) this is equivalent to saying that the charges have to vanish identically: e~ ~< r/for all x as long as K is large enough. Using the FKG inequality, (2~ one has the bound: for x e c~K (S~ lEE) >1 (Sx)(h) (4.22) where (-)(h) is the measure obtained by setting S, = h for all x e K, and conditioned on Sx < h, for all x. Explicitly, where we used the FKG inequality again and ex < q. The presence of the positive magnetic field t/ (which is small) comes from the coupling with infinity, which was at zero potential. If q were zero, then the second term to the right of the inequality (4.24) would just be the average value of S~ for a site x at the boundary of a set K where all the spins are frozen at S~ = 0, z ~ K, with respect to the Gaussian measure perturbed by the l-I I(Sy > O)
factor. Due to the presence of the mass (and since a~y is positive definite), we are in a position to apply Ruelle's superstability estimate (9) 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Extensions to Other Dimensions
There exists a more general version of Wiener's test, (18) The main reason our result is restricted to d=3 is that we use, in Lemma 2, the fact that T3[A] = oo for any infinite, connected set A. This fails in d= 4, as can be seen explicitly by considering the set A = a lattice axis. In d=4, only "higher dimensional" sets (like a plane) will have Tj[A ] = oo. However, for sets "like" a line, we can exclude percolation by using the bound (3.15). More precisely, if we fix some K< oo, then there will be an h so that there is no infinite, connected set C on which Sx > h, such that ~(c<~K. Infinite "one-dimensional" sets in d= 4 will satisfy this last condition. However, there are sets C with infinite C-susceptibility Xc and T(C) < 0% so that we cannot exclude percolation.
The Voter Model
In Ref.
19 the threshold percolation density Pc was investigated for another strongly correlated lattice system, the Voter model. As in the massless harmonic crystal, the pair correlation function of the system decays in three dimensions as 1/Ix[. However, there is an additional complication: the system does not satisfy the Markov property. One can no longer rely on methods of equilibrium statistical mechanics (the probability measure is characterized entirely by. being stationary with respect to a certain type of stochastic time evolution). Therefore, the arguments presented in our proofs do not work for this system. The numerical work in Ref. 19 suggests that there is a nontrivial percolation transition, with pc,~ 0.16 in d=3.
